
Disposition : Titre

TS Title: 2024 TF and EF Thermohydraulic models

TS Ref. Nr: SA-SE.CM.OP.06-T002

Technical Specification: TF and EF Thermohydraulic models including casing-winding pack (WP) exchanges and pulsed PF operation.

Deliverable SA-SE.CM.OP.06-T002-D002: Deliverable title EF STREAM model prediction for heat loads deposition

Benchmark with a reference case on EF and CS during plasma scenario with IC database by consolidating AC

losses calculation in FAOW-STREAM with Loop 2 cryogenics input

Extend predictions on selected cases on EF and CS during plasmascenario and assess their risk level (DT margin

and potential reduced helium mass flow) and identify their repetition rate. Explore edge configurations/scenarii.

S. Nicollet, CEA / DRF/ IRFM: 2 pm

→ Partly (1 pm) upgrade of TFC Fast Discharge studies with FAOW-STREAM (final paper of MT28), 
Thermohydraulical Analysis and Fast Assessment of Operating Windows for JT-60SA TFC Commissioning, August 2024,IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity PP(99):1-6, August 

2024, PP(99):1-6, DOI:10.1109/TASC.2024.3393894

→ Partly (1 pm) STAM Model still to be developed and applied to CS3 pulsed Operation (Part of EUROFusion Trainee of 6 months, 

beginning 01/09/2024)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TASC.2024.3393894
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1. JT-60SA TFC FAOW-STREAM Model for Current 
Discharge

TFC FAOW-STREAM MODEL & CALCULATION STATUS:

→ 2023 Tasks and Deliverable: FAOW-STREAM Model developed→ 2024 Tasks and Deliverable: Updated Results

→ Partly (1 pm) upgrade of TFC Fast Discharge studies with FAOW-STREAM (final version of MT28 paper), 
Thermohydraulical Analysis and Fast Assessment of Operating Windows for JT-60SA TFC Commissioning, August 2024,IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity PP(99):1-6, 

August 2024, PP(99):1-6, DOI:10.1109/TASC.2024.3393894

FAOW-STREAM: Fast Assessment of Operating Windows- Superconductors Thermohydraulical &Resistive Electrical Analytical Model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TASC.2024.3393894
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2. JT-60SA CS/EF STAM Model for Operation

Sst = superconducting strands cross section 

μ0=4*π*10-7 Hm-1

example : n.τ = 150 ms

STAM Model: Superconductors Thermohydraulical

Analytical Model FOR OPERATION

Inputs: CICC AC losses Coupling (nTau ?) + Hysteresis (deff ?)

Ultimate goal :

+ FAST + MODULAR
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Example : deff= 5 μm

Snoncu = 74.5 10-6 m²

JnonCu (T,B) : Current critical density in Superconductor

Inputs: CS3 CICC application, (Magnetic Field ?, Current evolution in time ?, Jc Law ?) INPUTS

MODEL STAM

MF(t,x1) MF(t,x3)

(MF(t,x3)-MF(t,x1))*Cp(t,x2)*THe(t,x2)=Pheat=Pcl+Ph

MHe(t,x2)*Cv(t,x2)*(PHe(t+dt,x2)-PHe(t,x2))=Pheat=Pcl+Ph

STAM Outputs - RESULTS: 

→ Verification and crosscheck of heat loads (AC losses) & Evolution in time and space of the helium (P,T,mt) (Pressure, Temperature, Total mass flow, alpha)

→ Comparison to Current sharing temperature Tcs (from Jc law) &Validation of the temperature margin

CS STAM MODEL & CALCULATION STATUS: → Partly (1 pm) STAM Model still to be developed and applied to CS3 Pulsed

Operation (Part of EUROFusion Trainee of 6 months, 01/09/2024, Matthieu Sutcliffe, from Cambridge University)

(PHe(t,x1)-PHe(t,x2))/dx=(fb*ά²*MF(t,x1)²)/(2*ρ*Dhb*Ab²)=(fh*(1-ά)²*MF(t,x1)²)/(2*ρ*Dhh*Ah²)=(feq*MF(t,x1)²)/(2*ρ*Dheq*Aeq²)
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ANNEXES3
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Main FAOW module consists:

→ Adiabatic boundary condition (at Tcase,max) in radial direction (r)

→ Conduction power Pcond,case,r (1) and inertia power (2) with Cp specific 
heat, in stainless steel case, with source deposited Power Pcase,r.

→ Convective heat transfer power to casing cooling channels 
Pcase,conv,CCC (3) determined from Nusselt (4) number and convective heat 
exchange coefficient (5) in CCC.

→ Remaining conductive power from case to Winding Pack (WP) Pcase,WP
(6), at the interface of the stainless steel case and ground insulation determined 
by difference.

→ Conductive power Pcond,ins,r (7) and inertia effect (8) in insulation

→ Additional CICC smoothed deposited convective power 
PcaseWP,conv,CICC (9) (coming from radial heat transfer with time delay)
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3.1. JT-60SA TFC FAOW-STREAM Model 
for Current Discharge 

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟 = 𝜆𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗Scase/drcase*(Tcase,r-Tcase,r+dr) (1)         𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟 + 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟 − 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟 + 𝑑𝑟 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑝, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟/𝑑𝑡 (2)

𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑈𝑤𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ (𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝐻𝑒, 𝐶𝐶𝐶) (3)        

𝑁𝑢, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 0.023 ∗ 𝑅𝐸𝐻𝑒, 𝐶𝐶𝐶0.8 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝐻𝑒, 𝐶𝐶𝐶0.4 (4) 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑁𝑢, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝜆𝐻𝑒, 𝐶𝐶𝐶/𝐷ℎ, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 (5)         𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑊𝑃 = 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐶𝐶 (6)

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑟 = 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗Sins/drins*(Tins,r-Tins,,r+dr)           (7)          𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑟 − 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑟 + 𝑑𝑟 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝐶𝑝, 𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑟/𝑑𝑡 (8)

𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑊𝑃, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐼𝐶𝐶 = 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐼𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣, 𝐶𝐼𝐶𝐶 ∗ (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝐻𝑒, 𝐶𝐼𝐶𝐶) (9)

FAOW Conduction and Inertia Process in Structures

Tcase adiabatic longest

length to CCC Thermal Path

Outputs:

Heat flux to 

CCC & CICC, 

T solid

→ FAOW-STREAM Main Interest is execution time duration and upgrade capabilities.

→ Work useful for performances analyses: operation (NH), slow (cool down) or rapid transients (current discharge, quench)

→ In view to recommend their use in ITER or EU-DEMO, with possibility of real-time feed-forward calculations/control.
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STREAM [6] comprises two following sequences:

→ first phase (thermal and thermodynamical) is the evolution (from initial 
state) of helium pressure and temperature in a closed volume. The heated 
volume (Vh in which the external and Joule energy is deposited) induces an isentropic 
compression of the other cold volume (Vc) which remains adiabatic (no energy inside). 

→ second phase (hydraulical) describes the helium mass flow expulsion, from a 
given pressure drop threshold, through relief pipes and valves with the limitation 
at atmospheric pressure or Mach number equal to 1.
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3.2. JT-60SA TFC FAOW-STREAM Model 
for Current Discharge

STREAM General Scheme (from [6]): the hot volume is
heated by AC losses or power transferred to CCC and CICC
(instead of Joule power with quenched length Lq in [6])

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐴𝑣 = 𝑀𝐹,𝐻𝑒 ∗ (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑃𝐻𝑃, 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ − ℎ𝑖𝑛(𝑃𝐻𝑃, 𝑇𝐻𝑒, 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐) (10)

STREAM Model for Current Discharge

For JT-60SA TFC Current Discharge and WP CICC & case cooled in series: 

Closed Loop 1 initial total helium volume (before valves open) with one heated “hot” part , and the other not heated “cold” part volumes. 

Aditionnal average cooling power PcoolAv (10) with ideal heat exchanger imposing a constant outlet temperature of 4.5 K.

Loop1 considered in 0-D for thermohydraulical evolution (helium pressure and temperature) with total external heating power Pext,He,Tot (11) 

Directly deposited in helium (from FAOW model and results), with supposed coupling & hysteresis losses immediately deposited (CICC large wetted perimeter).

If relief safety valves open (pressure threshold of 1.2 MPa), helium mass flow expulsed through exhaust circuit, discretised in space (exhaust valves and pipes).

[6] S. Nicollet, A. Torre, B. Lacroix, A. Louzguiti, Q. Gorit and WEST Team, Superconductor Thermohydraulical and Resistive
Electrical Analytical Model (STREAM) applied to WEST TF Coil Quench Analysis, Cryogenics 125 (2022) 103493
[7] S. Nicollet et al., JT-60SA TFC Integrated Commissioning Current Discharge Thermohydraulical Analyses with FAOW-STREAM
and SuperMagnet, to be published in Cryogenics (2023).

𝑷𝒆𝒙𝒕,𝑯𝒆, 𝑻𝒐𝒕 = 𝑷𝒄𝒐𝒖𝒑 + 𝑷𝒉𝒚𝒔𝒕 + 𝑷𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒆, 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗, 𝑪𝑪𝑪 + 𝑷𝒄𝒂𝒔𝒆𝑾𝑷, 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝑪𝑰𝑪𝑪 − 𝑷𝒄𝒐𝒐𝒍𝑨𝒗 (11)

Inputs: 

Flux to CCC & 

CICC+ AC losses+ 

Pcooling

General He model

HP/CICC/LP=Loop 1

relief valve

without Electrical model

Ultimate goal :

+ FAST + MODULAR


